Introduction
The Triangulum galaxy, M33, is a late-type spiral galaxy and the third largest galaxy in the Local Group after the Andromeda and the Milky Way galaxies. M33 is well-suited for high spatial resolution studies of stellar populations in spiral galaxies because it is only 830 kpc distant (Distance modulus of 24.60, Wilson et al. (1990) ) and has a favorable inclination angle of 52 degrees (Corbelli & Salucci 2000) . For these reasons M33 has been the subject of numerous such studies covering many wavelengths including the radio (Engargiola et al. 2003; Rosolowski et al. 2007 ), near-infrared (Skrutskie et al. 2006 , Two Micron All Sky Survey -2MASS), optical (Massey et al. 2006; Macri et al. 2001; Humphreys & Sandage 1980) , and X-ray (Pietsch et al. 2004 ) regimes.
Resolved stellar population studies of M33 at infrared (IR) wavelengths are now possible using the Infrared Array Camera , IRAC) on the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004; Gehrz et al. 2007) . Even with modest integration times, IRAC can detect a significant segment of the most luminous stellar population in M33. Humphreys et al. (2006) , for example, presented a detailed analysis of the early-type star Variable A.
More numerous sources detectable with IRAC at 3.6 and 4.5 µm include luminous, cooler stars that have evolved off the main sequence, i.e., giant and supergiant stars, whose energy distributions peak in the near-IR. The point sources detected at the longest IRAC wavelength (8.0 µm) include a population which exhibits long-period, large-amplitude variability and produces extended circumstellar winds resulting in significant mass loss.
The dust grain formation arising in these winds causes the spectral energy distributions of these stars to deviate from the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of a blackbody curve typical of a stellar photosphere, resulting in an IR excess at 8.0 µm. These stars can be partially or completely obscured at optical wavelengths by the same dust whose thermal emission makes them stand out at IR wavelengths. Jackson et al. (2007) found that up to 39% of -4 -the IRAC detected asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars in the Local Group dwarf galaxy WLM are not detected at optical wavelengths. It is therefore plausible that a portion of the infrared-luminous M33 stellar populations are distinct from those previously cataloged at visible wavelengths and are only now beginning to be understood.
The knowledge of variable stars in other Local Group galaxies has increased considerably in recent years with the advent of large-scale, high-resolution mosaic imaging technology and microlensing projects such as EROS (Aubourg et al. 1993 ) and MACHO (Alcock et al. 1997) , which have cataloged variable stars as a byproduct of their surveys.
However, few high resolution variable star studies have encompassed the entire M33 galaxy because of its sheer angular size. Two exceptions are the DIRECT optical project (Macri et al. 2001) , which imaged the center region of M33 (R < 5 kpc) cataloging ≃10 3 variable stars, and a recent optical CFHT survey by Hartman et al. (2006) , which imaged ≃1 deg 2 creating a catalog of over 10 4 variables.
This paper presents a five-epoch ≃1.0 deg 2 IRAC survey of the entire M33 galaxy.
Figures 1 and 2 show large scale IR maps of M33 at 3.6, 4.5, and 8.0 µm. The five epochs span a 19 month period (Table 1) , providing a unique opportunity to identify M33's variable star population at IR wavelengths and determine their infrared colors and spatial distribution. Our survey covers an area similar to the CFHT survey (Hartman et al. 2006) , and the resulting catalog of 2,923 variable stars makes our work the first large scale variability study of M33 in the IR. Section 2 describes the observations and the data reduction process, §3.1 discusses contamination by foreground Milky Way stars, §3.2 describes the criteria used to identify variables, and §3.3 presents an overview of the classes of stars detected and their properties. The last section ( §4) gives a brief summary of our survey results.
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Observations
M33 was mapped at six epochs with IRAC on Spitzer as part of our Guaranteed Time Observer ( tile-location were obtained simultaneously. The 3.6 µm image was obtained a few minutes prior to or after the longer wavelength images. The FWHM of the point spread function at 3.6 µm is 1. ′′ 7 or 6.7 pc at the distance of M33. This specific study analyzes only the first five epochs, which cover a span of 19 months, at 3.6, 4.5, and 8.0 µm. The sixth epoch was not available when the bulk of this present study was completed and is therefore not part of these results. The 5.8 µm images are generally similar to the 8.0 µm images but have lower sensitivity and were therefore excluded.
The images were processed at the Spitzer Science Center (SSC) in the Basic Calibrated Data (BCD) pipeline 11.0.2 (S11) which was the lastest pipeline version available at the time image processing was performed. Post-BCD processing was carried out using an artifact mitigation algorithm developed by Carey (2005) . This algorithm alleviates the effects of muxbleed, column pulldown/pullup, electronic banding, and bias variations between the images. The results of the artifact mitigation processing showed no artifacts were introduced into the images. introduces an additional error of 5% and in the worst possible cases ≃ 10%. The maximum (10%) flux clipping error would therefore affect the identification of the 37 lowest amplitude variable stars in our catalog (amplitude < 1.2 mag) representing 1% of the variable stars.
The variability of these sources may be spurious and an artifact of processing. However, even if this effect is present, the vast majority of variable stars identified in our catalog show greater flux variability than 10%, and their identification and characteristics are not affected. In the final step, each image was regridded onto a single world coordinate system with a pixel scale of 1. ′′ 22 pixel −1 , corresponding to 4.9 pc at the adopted distance of M33.
The final mosaics span an area of ∼1.0
• with the exact coverage at the outer edges varying slightly from epoch to epoch.
Photometry of the stellar population was performed on mosaics using the software package DAOphot/ALLSTAR, a point spread function (PSF) based photometry package designed to handle high density star fields and reject extended sources (Stetson 1987) . The point source fluxes were found by fitting a PSF generated in DAOphot using bright, isolated stars in areas of low and flat background from the mosaicked images of each channel. Due to DAOphot memory constraints, the M33 mosaics were each processed separately in two halves, and more than 70 bright and isolated stars were selected in each half to generate the PSFs. Other photometric procedures were tried but produced higher uncertainties and proved less successful in recovering faint stars. Analysis of the residual images showed that PSFs from a large mosaic are superior to ones generated from individual frames. The individual images have lower signal to noise than the 3-point dithered mosaicked image and have many fewer stars. As a result, the PSF cannot be as well sampled as in the mosaic image. Photometry conducted on smaller mosaics also yielded inferior results, despite the smaller mosaics having more uniform stellar densities and background. The smaller mosaicked images did not contain a sufficient number of isolated stars in areas of low and -7 -constant background from which the PSF could be generated.
The DAOphot photometric zero points were verified by aperture photometry of bright, isolated stars according to the prescription given by Reach et al. (2005) . The DAOphot and aperture magnitudes agree within a dispersion of 0.07 mag at 3.6 µm and 0.06 mag at 4.5 and 8.0 µm. These dispersions give estimates of the uncertainty of the DAOphot zero point.
The true offset is likely to be smaller because some of the dispersion comes from errors in the aperture magnitude sky levels caused by confusion in the crowded fields. The slightly larger dispersion at 3.6 µm, where crowding is most severe, is probably a sign that confusion is important. Zero point offsets are likely to be similar at all wavelengths, leaving IRAC colors less affected than individual magnitudes, and of course zero point offsets cannot affect variability measures at all. The magnitudes given in this paper are thus on the IRAC S11 scale as described in the IRAC Data Handbook 1 within the stated uncertainties.
DAOphot creates photometry lists with image pixel coordinates, fluxes, and accuracy parameters quantifying goodness of fit and sharpness (an image quality diagnostic).
DAOphot provides an uncertainty estimate that includes detector readout noise, photon statistics, accuracy of the PSF-fit, and uncertainty in the PSF itself. The final internal uncertainty (σ int ) for each epoch includes an additional 0.03 mag added in quadrature to account for the dispersion in repeated measurements of any star (Reach et al. 2005) .
For stars in the final catalogs, the median photometric uncertainty ( Figure 3 ) is 10%, the minimum is 5%, and 90% of the measurements have uncertainties <20%.
The individual uncertainty estimates were verified by analyzing the observed discrepancy in flux for each star from epoch to epoch. Variability index (Gallart et al. 2004) is defined as the ratio of standard deviation of the measurements at the five epochs for a 1 http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/irac/dh/iracdatahandbook3.9.pdf V3.0 -8 -star to the mean internal uncertainty σ int of that star. Because the internal uncertainties are nearly constant for a given star, the variability index distribution (Figure 4 ) will be close to a chi-square distribution except for the presence of variable stars in the tail of the distribution. Nearly 95% of sources at 3.6 µm, 91% of sources at 4.5 µm, and 78% of sources at 8.0 µm cluster below a variability index value of three at each wavelength band suggesting that although the flux measurements do vary between epochs, the dispersion is less than 3σ of the < σ int >.
A master star catalog was created from the 15 individual photometry lists (five epochs, three wavelengths each) using DAOMATCH and DAOMASTER. DAOMATCH and DAOMASTER are separate programs that merge photometry output files from DAOphot into a single file with matched point sources. DAOMATCH finds the translation, rotation, and scaling solution between the photometry files, and DAOMASTER then matches point sources by pixel coordinates. The final coordinates were converted to right ascension (RA.) and declination (Decl.) using the WCSTools' xy2sky coordinate conversion program 2 . A total of over 100,000 sources were cataloged. When the fluxes from all of these stars are summed, the total flux corresponds to a 3.6 µm apparent magnitude of [3.6] = 3.7. This value is comparable to the total M33 3.6 µm apparent magnitude of [3.6] = 3.2 obtained from surface brightness fitting. We conclude that ≃ 60% of the 3.6 µm flux of M33 can be resolved into point sources at Spitzer resolution.
Detailed completeness limit analysis was difficult given the wide range of stellar density conditions found across our field of view. However, the completeness limits can be estimated from the cumulative luminosity functions ( Figure 5 ) and the measured noise levels ( Figure 3 ). We estimate that our catalog is complete to 16.6 mag at 3.6 µm, 16.6 mag at 4.5 µm, and 14.6 mag at 8.0 µm. The expected IRAC 5σ sensitivity at 3.6 µm, The final catalogs consist of stars detected at the first five epochs in at least one wavelength. The catalogs are given in Tables 2 (non-variable) and Tables 3 (detected variables, see §3.2). Complete tables are available in electronic form in the online version of this paper accessible through the Astrophysical Journal. These tables contain 37650 sources, which can be referred to by the acronym 'SSTM3307' followed by the source's coordinates as indicated in the catalog 4 . Because of the lower sensitivity of IRAC at 8.0 µm and the Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum of most stars, only 5,537 stars were detected even once at 8.0 µm, and only 2,689 were detected at all five epochs. Stars in the high surface brightness regions are included in the non-variable catalog for convenience, but they were not tested for variability because the indicated magnitude uncertainties (σ int ) may be underestimated.
With this exclusion of the regions of high-surface brightness, the uncertainties do not change much with galacto-centric radius, as shown in Figure 6 . show that 90% of the stellar population is contained within a galacto-centric radius of 7.5 kpc at 3.6 µm, and 95% of stars are within 6.0 kpc at 8.0 µm.
The flattening of the star counts past R ≃ 7.5 kpc indicate that field stars from the Milky
Way become important at that radius.
The radial distribution of stars was used to guide the selection of thirteen reference fields located outside the Holmberg radius used to estimate the field contamination in our second method. Each field had a radius of 0. ′ 75 for a total of 23 arcmin 2 ; the regions are shown in Figure 1 . At 3.6 µm, 78 catalog stars lie within these regions for an indicated stellar density of 12,200 stars deg −2 . Only 7 stars were identified at 8.0 µm making accurate extrapolation difficult. The star count at 3.6 µm in the outer fields corresponds to 6,900 stars or about 20% of the total within an ellipse at the Holmberg radius (0.57 deg 2 ). This should be an upper limit on catalog stars that do not belong to M33. For comparison, the DIRBE Faint Source Model (Arendt et al. 1998 , FSM) predicts about 6,400 stars deg only one star met our criteria for variability, and it is likely an M33 member. Therefore, although about 10-20% of the non-variable stars could be foreground point sources, the contamination component to the identified variable population is negligible.
Variability Search
Strict criteria for variability were chosen to avoid having spurious detector events interpreted as variablity in a star. The disadvantage of this approach is that some true variables will not be flagged as such. As noted in §2, only stars detected at all five epochs in at least one wavelength are in the catalog. However, once a star makes it to the catalog all available measurements of that star are included. The variability search was limited to Table 4 shows the number of variable stars identified at each wavelength. will have an impact of 0.3 mag depending on the wavelength studied (Cioni et al. 2003) , the TRGB for M33 should be at M 3.6 −7.0 mag, below the completeness limit of our survey. Although the observations lack sufficient sensitivity to detect TRGB stars, they do, however, have ample sensitivity to detect AGB stars. The observational limit at M 3.6 = −7.6 mag at the distance to M33 corresponds to the brightness expected of luminous AGB stars and red supergiants (Cox 2000) . Dust modeling predictions for AGB stars (Groenewegen 2006) give expected absolute magnitudes ranging from M 3.6 ≃ −7.15 mag for late M stars without appreciable mass loss to M 3.6 ≃ −8. The properties of the classes are summarized in Table 5 .
The Properties of Star Classes in the IRAC Bands

Conclusions
Spitzer IRAC 3.6, 4. (1) Star ID is omitted for space. Cols. (2)- (24) are the same as in Table 2 . : Amplitude of variability at each wavelength measured by the standard deviation about the mean magnitude.
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• 6), and the inner ellipse bounds 90% of the stellar population seen at 3.6 µm with a semi-major axis of 7.5 kpc (1.
• 1×0.
• 5). The regions used for the study of Galactic foreground stars ( §3.1) are highlighted with circles around the outer edges. Areas delimited by blue contours were excluded from the variability search because the galaxy surface brightness is too high. Point sources highlighted in green correspond to sources identified as YSOs. 
